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About This Content

This is the original soundtrack for Orwell, a privacy invasion thriller in which you investigate the lives of citizens to find those
responsible for a series of terror attacks. Information from the internet, personal communications and private files are all

accessible to you. But, be warned, the information you supply will have consequences.

Track listing

1. Orwell (Title Theme)
2. Day 1 - Nescience

3. Day 2 - Permutations
4. Day 3 - Full Dark No Stars

5. The Autonomy Expires
6. Day 4 - The Line Emerges

7. Day 5 - Terminus
8. Die Gedanken Sind Frei (Credits)

9. Ratking - Pipedreams (Bonus Track)

OST produced by The Otherworld Agency
Composed by feeding | ear

'Pipedreams' written and performed by Ratking
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Needs a boss rush mode. Tim Schafer's Escape Goat 2 is your game is you're into puzzle plataformer. The main course to the
exit is pretty easy to accomplish, but the 100% is quite enjoyable and difficult enough.

The aestetics and gamepleay are fine, and, the Linux client gave me no problem.. The game and fun and challenging. Never
thought I would play a game like this. It has a little assist but by mid to end game, you really have to think about how to combo..
Interesting VR Story Puzzle game, took my a bit to figure out the rotation controls, rooms can get pretty messy, the ending was
unexpected, not a whole lot of replayability but reasonably fun.. Pretty much the same than the first game. But the AI in these
games is ridiculously bad.. this is the 2nd most played game on my steam
this isn't even a game. Upon first installing this game I was disappointed it wouldn't run at all, or even stream from my newer
PC. :(
But luckily, after a little searching here on the Steam Discussions, I figured out to install the latest two PhysX Nvidia drivers and
now all is well. Yay!

For anyone new to this franchise: play the demo first to decide if you like this type of game.
I only payed $2.49 during a sale, so my wife and I aren't terribly disappointed.

We've played other Frogware games like this one so are familiar and usually happy with the gameplay. It's too bad there doesn't
seem to be any controller support for it, which is yet another negative.

Our main complaint is, unlike some previous games in this series that were enjoyable, Sherlock: Nemesis quickly became quite
tedious. There are almost no "puzzles" at all; rather, you point-and-click on every possible item in hopes that you find something
you can pick up or interact with. Then, you almost randomly search every room or area for some unknowable item to help with
the current linear quest. We found little logic to what items we were supposed to be searching for and therefore had no way to
play the game without using a Walkthrough. At that point, the game is pure tedium and not worth playing if you're looking to
solve puzzles and use your brain. We quit before even reaching the halfway point in the game.

Not horrible, but certainly not the best Sherlock game in this series.. Ah, "Holmes: Nemesis". In fact, who the heck is Arsene
Lupin? Isn't Moriarty usually Holmes' nemesis? Ah, well.
This game is different from all other Holmes games, in that you know who the culprit is, you just need to catch him.
As such, you pretty much spend your time playing his wretched 'game' of cat-and-mouse, where Lupin deliberately leaves clues
to his next hit, and you have to follow along.

Like "Holmes: Awakened", you get standard features like Holmes Vision and Teleportation, which are very handy in the game.
But, unlike other games, this game involves a lot of mathematical work. AUUUGH. Maths.
How much Maths? Not a lot (i.e. counting, decrypting, mass conversions, etc.), but it gets rather repetitive and painful,
especially in the library-museum part.
And a lot of the time, you'll be following these cryptic rhymes to decode what the heck Lupin has installed for you.

In terms of characters, some of them are quirky, like the museum curator, and some of them a bit of a pain in backside, like
Watson. Darn it, man! Why do you have to be hungry at a time of crisis?
But the Queen and Lupin part -- I don't think I'll ever get that out of my memory. Not that it was mesmerising, but it was --
"unorthodox", to say the least.

Interfaces haven't changed a lot since "Holmes: Awakened". But you can certainly do a lot more things this time, with the
amount of activity Lupin forces you you to complete. This means great variety in the puzzles in the game. But I still don't like
the text-response puzzles.
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Plot-wise, not too heavy. I mean, you already know who the culprit is, so I guess this one's a more action-adventure than an
actual story driven game. Good thing? Well, different.

So, I'll give this one a 8/10. Could be better, but is alright where it stands.. RIP OFF iF YOU HAVE PACK #1 YOU KNOW
WHAT ALL IT CONTAINS. The tiny bit more you get with pack #2 Witch is very little and 1\/3 of that is crap. Charging over
four dollars is like a slap in the face once you see how little it really is. I could maybe see $1.99 but wtf $5.00. Are those guys
that hard up for cash or what ? LOL maybe we should send them food and blankets too. There is alot better ways to blow a
fiveer than this.
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I only bought this today, but I've already spent hours with it, and I can tell that this will be one of those "always installed" games
that I'll play regularly.
It has a lot of depth, due to the differences between the many different lands, and the different modes that you can play.
Possibly my favorite thing: When I first looked at it, I hesitated to buy at first, because I interpreted all those different "lands" as
levels I'd have to pass to get to play the next one. Not so! Instead, you roam about, and when you see a gateway to another land,
you can (usually) go through it. (Sometimes you can't, at least at first, but that's because...well, never mind, you'll see for
yourself when you run across an example of it.)
It's simple to learn, simple to play--a mouse (or trackball) works perfectly--has a lot of nuances, and when you die, as you
inevitably will, it takes two clicks to start a new game.
I love this. Possibly the best value for the money on Steam.. Absolutely great and promising game, the developer is also active
on the forums and already as it is, the game is beautiful and addicting. Showed it to a friend of mine and a second after I found
myself without a controller in my hands and writing this review meanwhile two of my friends are challenging each other in split
screen. Hope the development continues flawlessly, as of now I highly doubt I'll ever regret buying this. Steam workshop is
coming the developer said! Cannot wait to see what people will create. Nonetheless a bit of polishing and optimization is
definitely needed as my powerful pc that handles games like witcher3 almost all maxed out sometimes struggles with this, but I
have faith in the development.. Zombie Grinder is a Game about Brutally Massacring Zombies, if you haven't Found out from
the Trailer already. It Gives you many character customization options, (You can even paint items!) And has Steam Trading
Support (for some items). Also, Workshop support.
There's way too little people playing this game, so buy it for yourself and your friends.. One of the best games with co-op
potential, takes time to learn all the tricks and mechanics but easy to jump into. Very welcoming and friendly community,
variety of people playing from around the world.

Haven't experienced any lag, played with some guy from Palestine and the UK while in Chicago on a European server.

Hoping for flying pink walruses in next update.. It's a good idea that needs refinement. For now, it's a bit too frustrating to
recommend. Perhaps some improvements to balance and a few design decisions will come over time and turn these
disappointments around.. The first Ys with the 3 person party system, but just as challenging as the previous titles in the series.
And with a very good story (with an AMAZING plot twist towards the end). And since it's a Falcom title, you can expect an
incredible soundtrack, as always.. A very unique and interesting roguelike! I highly recommend it. The developer updates quite
a lot and its a great value at only 1.99 full price!. Great game, it's definantly the best kaiju game out there, without even being a
licensed godzilla product, it catures every essential feature oe should have. The game it captures it all perfectly how fun
smashing or defending cities should be.

The gameplay is fun for both campaigns and i can see myself running through the game multiple times just for fun.

The developers are open and accept reasonable critisism and are well deserving of support. This game deserves a great deal of
love and attention in order to allow these brilliant guys to carry on with further projects and titles, be they using this IP or
another. Worth the price and worth the time Visually stunning, designs are unique and iconic in their own way without feeling
stale. Designs of everything suits the game perfectly and are aesthetically pleasing.
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